LEAN TRANSFORMATION ACADEMY
A LEAN FOCUS INSTITUTION

PROFESSIONAL LEAN TRAINING
THAT DELIVERS REAL RESULTS
Led by senior-level industry professionals with decades of
Lean training experience, the Lean Transformation Academy
provides an immersion of the most critical Lean Focus Business
System™ concepts, strategies, and tools required to deliver
real results. Our state-of-the art training facility and hands-on
curriculum enables attendees to engage with the material, gain
a comprehensive understanding of the subject, and leave with
proven Lean solutions they can apply directly to their own
organization—transforming their business for the better, and
for the long term.

IN A BUSTLING CITY
BRIMMING WITH LIFE
Lean Transformation Academy’s brand-new facility is located
in the heart of Wisconsin’s bustling capital city, Madison. Famed
for its esteemed University, Madison is also home to some of
the highest-rated musical, athletic, and culinary experiences in
the country. We embrace the city’s culture and energy both
inside and outside of the classroom; whether it’s jumping
around at a Badger game or taking a city-wide cheese curd
tour, everyone is sure to find something that brings their Lean
Transformation Academy experience to life.

ARE YOU READY TO DELIVER REAL RESULTS?
(630) 800-8519

Visit leanfocus.com/transform/ to get started.

FEATURED COURSES
BUILDING A LEAN BUSINESS SYSTEM
What’s the secret behind successful companies like Toyota, Ford, Danaher,
John Deere? They’ve each built a strong performance culture using a successful
Operating or Business System rollout. This course teaches you how to build

COURSE #: 300-2000
CATEGORY: LEADERSHIP
DURATION: 2 DAYS

the systems necessary to create a culture that drives performance, sets
expectations, reduces waste, and ultimately, delivers results.

LEADING THE LEAN TRANSFORMATION
As a leader in an organization, you are the most critical driver of your team’s
direction, culture, and performance. Leading a full- or partial-scale Lean
Transformation will take understanding, patience, and diligence. Through this

COURSE #: 300-2003
CATEGORY: LEADERSHIP
DURATION: 1 DAY

course, you will be exposed to the most critical Leadership elements needed in
order to adopt, implement, and sustain a thriving Lean culture.

STRATEGY DEPLOYMENT
Using the famous Hoshin Kanri X-matrix format, you will learn unique and
proven strategy deployment methodologies from former executive leaders.
By the second day, you will know how to ensure that your strategic priorities

COURSE #: 300-1003
CATEGORY: LEADERSHIP
DURATION: 2 DAYS

are focused, aligned, actionable, and equipped with clear measurements to track
progress and impact.

PROBLEM-SOLVING & DAILY MANAGEMENT
Over this three-day course, you will learn proven Problem Solving (PS2) and
Daily Management (DM) methodologies from former Lean leaders who have
applied the same techniques to startups and Fortune 200 organizations alike.
By day three, you’ll know how to implement two of the most critical PS2 and
DM business improvement processes within your own organization, and deliver
real results.

EXPLORE EVEN MORE COURSES:
(630) 800-8519

Visit leanfocus.com/transform/.

COURSE #: 400-5001
CATEGORY: FOUNDATIONAL
DURATION: 3 DAYS

